Kilrock Espresso & Coffee Machine Descaler Instruction Manual For Espressivo/Coffee Machine (DCM1/DCM2/DCM2X)
IMPORTANT NOTICE: PRODUCT FAILURE DUE TO THE BUILD UP OF LIMESCALE IS NOT COVERED BY GUARANTEE. Dualit recommends descaling at least once a month, in a well-ventilated area, to prevent limescale
build up in the machine. The descale cycle will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. To prolong the life of your Coffee Machine and ensure it continues to produce consistent quality coffee, Dualit recommends
the use of an OSCAR Bag water softener. For more information, visit our website www.dualit.com/accessories or contact our Customer Services on 01293 652500 option 1.
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With Coffee Machine turned off;
remove Water Tank and pour in the
full 150ml bottle of Kilrock Espresso
& Coffee Machine Descaler, followed
by water to fill tank to MAX mark.

Replace Water Tank on the machine,
plug in and turn on. Ensure the
Steam/Water Selector switch is set
to Water. Warning: Keep in this
setting throughout, never on Steam
mode. Risk of chemical inhalation.

Place a 1.5L heat resistant container
on the Drip Tray underneath the
Filter Holder, remove the Froth
Nozzle from the Steam Wand and
aim into the container. Dualit
recommend a minimum container
depth of 8cm to reduce splashing.
Caution: Do not remove the Drip
Tray.

Turn the Control Knob to Coffee for
approximately 45 seconds to run
through a quarter of water in the
tank. Empty your container before
step 5. Caution: Hot water.
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Turn the Control Knob to the
Steam/Water position for
approximately 45 seconds until the
water level has dropped to half a
tank. Caution: Be aware of splashing
outside container when dispensing
hot water. May be harmful during
descale. Wait 10 minutes for
descaling to take effect. Then repeat
steps 4 & 5, to reach the minimum
water level in the Water Tank.

Empty your container, rinse and refill
the Water Tank with fresh water.
Repeat steps 4 & 5 twice, without
the 10 minute break. Flushing
through two full tanks of fresh
water removes traces of the
descaling solution.
Caution: Hot water.

Place an OSCAR Bag into the Water
Tank to soften your water and
reduce limescale build-up. Never
allow OSCAR Bag to come into
contact with descale solution.
For more information or to buy your
OSCAR Bag visit:
www.dualit.com/accessories

Refill the Water Tank with fresh
water, replace the Froth Nozzle back
onto the Steam Wand. Descale is
now complete.
You are now ready to make a coffee
or unplug the Coffee Machine and
follow the Cleaning – Monthly
instructions in your manual.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Contains
amidosulphonic acid and
corrosion inhibitor. See additional
notes and instructions on main
box. KILROCK PRODUCTS LTD. Unit
1b Alma Road Industrial Estate,
Chesham, Bucks, HP5 3HB

GB-A

Kilrock Espresso & Coffee Machine Descaler Instruction Manual For Espress Auto Coffee & Tea Machine (DCM3/DCM3T)
IMPORTANT NOTICE: PRODUCT FAILURE DUE TO THE BUILD UP OF LIMESCALE IS NOT COVERED BY GUARANTEE. Dualit recommends descaling at least once a month, in a well-ventilated area, to prevent limescale
build up in the machine. The descale cycle will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. To prolong the life of your Coffee Machine and ensure it continues to produce consistent quality coffee, Dualit recommends
the use of an OSCAR Bag water softener. For more information, visit our website www.dualit.com/accessories or contact our Customer Services on 01293 652500 option 1.
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With Coffee Machine turned off;
remove Water Tank and pour in the
full 150ml bottle of Kilrock Espresso
& Coffee Machine Descaler,
followed by water to fill tank to
MAX mark.

Replace Water Tank on the
machine, plug in and turn on.
Remove the Froth Nozzle from the
Steam Wand.
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Whilst in Hot Water Mode turn the
Steam Flow Control dial to on, for
approximately 1 minute until the
water level in the tank is half full.
Warning: Do not press the Steam
Button. Risk of chemical
inhalation. Be aware of splashing
when dispensing hot water. May
be harmful during descale. Wait 10
minutes for descaling to take effect.
Repeat steps 4 & 5, to reach the
minimum water level in the Water
Tank.

Empty your container, rinse and
refill the Water Tank with fresh
water. Repeat steps 4 & 5 twice,
without the 10 minute break.
Flushing through two full tanks of
fresh water removes traces of the
descaling solution. Caution: Hot
water.
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Place a 1.5L heat resistant container
on the Drip Tray underneath the
Filter Holder and aim the Steam
Wand into the container. Dualit
recommend a minimum container
depth of 8cm to reduce splashing.
Caution: Do not remove the Drip
Tray.
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Place an OSCAR Bag into the Water
Tank to soften your water and
reduce limescale build-up. Never
allow OSCAR Bag to come into
contact with descale solution.
For more information or to buy
your OSCAR Bag visit:
www.dualit.com/accessories
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Press the Tea button 3 times to run
through a quarter of water in the
tank. Empty your container before
step 5. Caution: Hot water.
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Refill the Water Tank with fresh
water, replace the Froth Nozzle
back onto the Steam Wand. Descale
is now complete.
You are now ready to make a coffee
or unplug the Coffee Machine and
follow the Cleaning – Monthly
instructions in your manual.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Contains
amidosulphonic acid and
corrosion inhibitor. See additional
notes and instructions on main
box. KILROCK PRODUCTS LTD. Unit
1b Alma Road Industrial Estate,
Chesham, Bucks, HP5 3HB

GB-A

Kilrock Espresso & Coffee Machine Descaler Instruction Manual For Café Plus (CPD3)
IMPORTANT NOTICE: PRODUCT FAILURE DUE TO THE BUILD UP OF LIMESCALE IS NOT COVERED BY GUARANTEE. Dualit recommends descaling at least once a month, in a well-ventilated area, to prevent limescale
build up in the machine. The descale cycle will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. To prolong the life of your Coffee Machine and ensure it continues to produce consistent quality coffee, Dualit recommends
the use of an OSCAR Bag water softener. For more information, visit our website www.dualit.com/accessories or contact our Customer Services on 01293 652500 option 1.
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With Coffee Machine turned off;
remove Water Tank and pour in
the full 150ml bottle of Kilrock
Espresso & Coffee Machine
Descaler, followed by water to fill
tank to MAX mark. Replace Water
Tank on the machine.

Plug Coffee Machine in and switch
on. Place a large mug on the Drip
Tray under the Nozzle.

TIP: Lift and lower the Lever to
ensure there is no capsule in the
machine.

Enter the Descale Mode by
pressing and holding the Coffee
and Tea buttons for 5 seconds.
Both buttons will now flash.
Caution: Hot water.
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Press the Coffee Button to
dispense water and after
approximately 1 minute 10
seconds, press again to stop and
empty your mug. Caution: Be
aware of splashes when
dispensing hot water. May be
harmful during descale. Wait 10
minutes for descaling to take effect
then repeat twice, to reach the
minimum water level in the Water
Tank.

Rinse and refill the Water Tank
with fresh water. Repeat step 5
twice, without the 10 minute
break. Flushing through two full
tanks of fresh water removes
traces of the descaling solution.
Caution: Hot water.

Place an OSCAR Bag into the Water
Tank to soften your water and
reduce limescale build-up. Never
allow OSCAR Bag to come into
contact with descale solution.
For more information or to buy
your OSCAR Bag visit:
www.dualit.com/accessories

Refill the Water Tank with fresh
water and replace back onto the
machine. Press and hold the Coffee
and Tea Buttons for 5 seconds to
return to the usual function. If the
Coffee Machine is turned off in
Descale Mode, it will stay in this
mode when switched back on.
Descale is now complete. You are
now ready to make a coffee or
unplug the Coffee Machine and
follow the Cleaning instructions in
your manual.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Contains
amidosulphonic acid and
corrosion inhibitor. See additional
notes and instructions on main
box. KILROCK PRODUCTS LTD. Unit
1b Alma Road Industrial Estate,
Chesham, Bucks, HP5 3HB

GB-A

Kilrock Espresso & Coffee Machine Descaler Instruction Manual For Café Cino (CPD3M)
IMPORTANT NOTICE: PRODUCT FAILURE DUE TO THE BUILD UP OF LIMESCALE IS NOT COVERED BY GUARANTEE. Dualit recommends descaling at least once a month, in a well-ventilated area, to prevent limescale
build up in the machine. The descale cycle will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. To prolong the life of your Coffee Machine and ensure it continues to produce consistent quality coffee, Dualit recommends
the use of an OSCAR Bag water softener. For more information, visit our website www.dualit.com/accessories or contact our Customer Services on 01293 652500 option 1.
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With Coffee Machine turned off;
remove Water Tank and pour in
the full 150ml bottle of Kilrock
Espresso & Coffee Machine
Descaler, followed by water to fill
tank to MAX mark. Replace Water
Tank on the machine.

Plug Coffee Machine in and switch
on. Remove Drip Tray and place
an 800ml heat resistant container
under the Nozzle. Dualit
recommend a minimum container
depth of 8cm to reduce splashing.

TIP: Lift and lower the Lever to
ensure there is no capsule in the
machine.

Enter the Descale Mode by
pressing and holding the Coffee
and Tea Buttons for 5 seconds.
The buttons will now flash
alternately.

Press the Coffee or Tea Button to
begin descaling from the Nozzle.
Once 500ml of water has been
dispensed, it will automatically
stop. Caution: Be aware of
splashing when dispensing hot
water. May be harmful during
descale.
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Press the Cappuccino or Latte
Button to begin descaling from
the Steam Wand. Once 200ml has
been dispensed into the Milk
Container, the machine will
automatically stop.
Caution: Hot water.

Empty your container and empty
and rinse the Milk Container. Wait
10 minutes for descaling to take
effect prior to step 8.

Rinse the Water Tank and refill
with fresh water, repeating steps
5-6 two more times, without the
10 minute break. Flushing
through two full tanks of fresh
water removes traces of the
descaling solution. Caution: Hot
water.

Place an OSCAR Bag into the
Water Tank to soften your water
and reduce limescale build-up.
Never allow OSCAR Bag to come
into contact with descale
solution.
For more information or to buy
your OSCAR Bag visit:
www.dualit.com/accessories

Refill the Water Tank with fresh
water and replace the Drip Tray
back into the machine. Press and
hold the Coffee and Tea Buttons
for 5 seconds to return to the
usual function. If machine is
turned off in Descale Mode, it will
stay in this mode when switched
back on. Descale is now complete.
You are now ready to make a
coffee or unplug the Coffee
Machine and follow the Cleaning
instructions in your manual.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Contains
amidosulphonic acid and
corrosion inhibitor. See additional
notes and instructions on main
box. KILROCK PRODUCTS LTD. Unit
1b Alma Road Industrial Estate,
Chesham, Bucks, HP5 3HB

GB-A

Kilrock Espresso & Coffee Machine Descaler Instruction Manual For Classic Capsule Machine (CPD4)
IMPORTANT NOTICE: PRODUCT FAILURE DUE TO THE BUILD UP OF LIMESCALE IS NOT COVERED BY GUARANTEE. Dualit recommends descaling at least once a month, in a well-ventilated area, to prevent limescale
build up in the machine. The descale cycle will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. To prolong the life of your Coffee Machine and ensure it continues to produce consistent quality coffee, Dualit recommends
the use of an OSCAR Bag water softener. For more information, visit our website www.dualit.com/accessories or contact our Customer Services on 01293 652500 option 1.
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With Coffee Machine turned off;
remove Water Tank and pour in the
full 150ml bottle of Kilrock Espresso
& Coffee Machine Descaler,
followed by water to fill tank to
MAX mark. Replace Water Tank on
the machine.

Plug Coffee Machine in and switch
on. Remove Drip Tray and
Removable Cup Shelf and place a
1.5L heat resistant container under
the Nozzle. Dualit recommend a
minimum container depth of 8cm
to reduce splashing.

TIP: Lift and lower the Lever
ensuring the Lever is pushed down
fully and no capsule is present in
the machine.

Enter the Descale Mode by pressing
and holding the Coffee and Tea
Buttons for 5 seconds. The buttons
will now flash.
Caution: Hot water.
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Press the Coffee Button to dispense
water and after approximately 1
minute 30 seconds, press again to
stop. Empty your container.
Caution: Be aware of splashes
when dispensing hot water. May
be harmful during descale. Wait 10
minutes for descaling to take effect
then repeat, to reach the minimum
water level in the Water Tank.

Empty your container and replace
back under the Nozzle, rinse and
refill the Water Tank with fresh
water. Press the Coffee Button to
dispense water. This will continue
for approximately 3 minutes until
the Water Tank is empty and then
automatically stop. Repeat this step
again once more. Flushing through
two full tanks of fresh water
removes traces of the descaling
solution. Caution: Hot water.

Place an OSCAR Bag into the Water
Tank to soften your water and
reduce limescale build-up. Never
allow OSCAR Bag to come into
contact with descale solution.
For more information or to buy
your OSCAR Bag visit:
www.dualit.com/accessories

Refill the Water Tank with fresh
water and replace the Drip Tray
and Removable Cup Shelf back on
the machine. Press and hold the
Coffee and Tea Buttons for 5
seconds to return to the usual
function. If machine is turned off in
Descale Mode, it will stay in this
mode when switched back on.
Descale is now complete. You are
now ready to make a coffee or
unplug the Coffee Machine and
follow the Cleaning instructions in
your manual.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Contains
amidosulphonic acid and
corrosion inhibitor. See additional
notes and instructions on main
box. KILROCK PRODUCTS LTD. Unit
1b Alma Road Industrial Estate,
Chesham, Bucks, HP5 3HB

GB-A

